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Abstract 

Abstract: The goal of this project was to design a position control system capable of 

compensating for misalignment in an antenna subreflector's position. To do this, a 

scaled-down system was used for testing. A model of a radio antenna was 3D printed 

while a sensor collected the light reflected off of the surfaces. Using an Arduino UNO to 

control three stepper motors, the measured power output of the sensor was used to find 

the best subreflector position to maximize gain. 
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Introduction 

Radio antennas, such as those in the Very Large Array (VLA) in New Mexico, are used 

to observe astronomical signals at high frequencies. Because the signals from these objects 

are so faint, maximizing the gain collected by these antennas is important for effective use as 

scientific instruments. The incoming signal is reflected off of the main dish and then off of what 

is known as the subreflector, highlighted in Figure 1, before being collected. It is known that 

misalignments in the subreflector's position decrease gain but correcting this is a labor-intensive 

process since few radio antennas have the motors to do this remotely and it must be done 

onsite. 

The proposed solution that was investigated in this project was to allow for automatic 

correction in three dimensions on a radio antenna. To develop and implement this, a small-scale 

model needed to be built for testing. The goal of this project was to design a radio antenna and 

subreflector control system capable of compensating for misalignment in the subreflector's 

position. The system will be designed to find the maximum gain, regardless of imperfections in 

construction or alignment because the main objective is not to create a scientific instrument, but 

to test design and control ideas. 

The specifics of the design process for this project will be outlined in several sections: a 

theory section, an outline of the project's procedure, the results of testing, a discussion of the 

project's outcome, and a conclusion that includes future work. 

Figure 1. A VLA antenna with the subreflector circled (Andersen) 



Theory 

Radio antennas, like those used in the VLA, are Cassegrain reflectors. A Cassegrain 

reflector consists of a primary reflecting surface and a subrefiecior, as shown in Figure 1. 

Traditionally, the primary renector is parabolic in shape and the subrefiecior is hyperbolic. Since 

astronomical signals can be approximated as rays perpendicular to the reflector, the signal is 

directed towards the focus where it can be observed with a sensor. VLA antennas are designed 

so Ihallhe primary focus of the system is off-centered, which makes the optics slighlly more 

complicated than the ideal system. 
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Figure 2. A Cassegrain reflector (Cornell Astronomy) 

The benefit oflhis modified reflector is Ihallhe anti-symmetric subrefiector can divert the 

signal into one of several feedhorns placed near the center of the primary refiector. These 

feedhorns each observe different bands of electromagnetic wavelengths, allowing a greater 

versatility for the instrument. This modified design allows the feedhorns to remain stationary 

during observations, while the subrefiector rotates. 

This shortcut makes the design of antennas similar to the VLA more efficient in some 

ways, but creates losses because of the precision required to make observations. Currenlly, 

VLA subrefiectors are only capable of moving autonomously in one direction, and 

approximations in the optics mean that there is a small, but noticeable, decrease in efficiency. 

Misalignment in the subrefiector in the plane perpendicular to the direction the antenna is 

pointing is known to create much of the efficiency loss. The only corrections that can be 



controlled remotely are the height in and out of the reflector. Moving the subreflector to correct 

for horizontal and vertical alignment errors has to be done manually. This is a tedious and 

time-consuming process and has yet to guarantee accurate adjustments. 

The design constraints of antennas similar to the VLA were addressed in this project so 

that each component of the modified system corresponds to components of VLA-style radio 

antennas. Due to technical limitations, the testing antenna was built as an optics system and a 

lamp was used instead of a radio source. Like the VLA, the sensor will not be placed directly at 

the focus in order to demonstrate how different maximums can be found. The maximum-finding 

algorithm removed the need to create an asymmetric subreflector. 

Procedure 

Design Overview 

A light source shines on the reflector. The sensor detects the light, which is read by a 

power meter. The proportional output voltage is then input to an Arduino U NO on an analog 

input pin. The code then determines which direction to move to find the maximum voltage, 

which drives the motors that are connected to the subreflector's positioning system. The sensor 

reading changes, so the process repeats until a maximum is found. 

Setup 

Model Antenna 

The most cost-effective way to approach the reflecting surface was to 3D print it, so first 

the model had to be designed. The design was based on measurements from VLA schematics. 

However, instead of 25 meters across, the testing antenna was designed to be only 25 

centimeters across. Similarity, the 2.5 meter subreflector was designed to be 2.5 centimeters. 

The first modeling attempt was made in MATLAB, using these measurements to create a 

parabolic main reflector and the hyperbolic subreflector. The result is shown in Figure 3. The 

surfaces were then exported after run through programs that allow MATLAB surfaces to be 

exported as .stl files as needed for printing. 



-

Figure 3. Initial 3D model from MATLAB 

After doing several test prints to try different resolutions, it became clear that these 

models had uneven edges. The models were then recreated in a program called Rhin03D, 

which allowed other components to be added to make assembly easier. These final models 

were smoother and resulted in shorter print times. The difference between the two models can 

be seen in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. The subreflector models from MA TLAB (left) and Rhin03D (right) 

There were two options for 3D printing, with a variety of resolutions and materials 

available. After some test prints, a balance between reasonable resolutions and print times was 

reached. A completed print of a piece of the main reflector is shown in Figure 5. The dimensions 

of the 3D printers required the main reflector to be divided into four quarters and printing two 

main reflector pieces at once took around twelve hours, while the subreflector took about an 

hour to complete. Once the prints were finished, the parts were covered in aluminum foil so that 

they were reflective to light. The foil was cut into strips and taped to the surface of the reflector. 

The main reflector pieces were fit together using the tabs added to the model. 



Figure 5 A co ll1l leted main reflector piece 

Materials from Professor Molter's lab ~re used for the sensor and light source The 

sensor, built by Coherent Inc, operated in the near-infrared at a wavelength range of 0.8 to 1.5 

~m This I'IIJrked ~lll'Ioith the \'\Iavelengths of light erritted by the la ll1l , I'ilich were about 0.5 to 

1 A ~m. The sensor had a resolution of 1 nWand was connected to a po~r meter, l'IIhich \'\laS 

able to scale the output on a scale of 0 to 40 V 

To control the 3D motion of the subreflector, a mJ dified XYZ tran slati on sta ge \'\Ia S used 

This devi ce is contro lied by rri cromoters, I'il ich was well-suite d for this project sin ce only a 

small distance needed to be covered Additional~, the micromoters used rotation to mJve the 

stage linearly, so it could be used >Nth mJtors J Johnson developed fixtures to hold the motors, 

and connected the m to the rri crometers using a belt syste m. The subrefiector \'\Ia S attached to a 

rod connected to the stage The final resul t is shol'loTl in Figure 6 



Figure 6. Modified translation stage with motor, belt, and fixtures 

Motors and Electronics 

The motion was controlled by three Cytron SPG30-60k motors. In order for these motors 

to rotation in two directions, additional circuitry was needed. The schematic in Figure 6 shows 

this design. 
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Figure 7. Circuit schematic (E. Cheever) 



The motor itself is connected at M 1, while the four connections on the left are connected 

to io pins on the Arduino. Each controls a MOSFET transistor, which are connected in an 

H-bridge configuration and indicated by Os on the schematic. Further reference for the H-bridge 

configuration can be found in section 18.2.1.1 of the Electrical Engineer's Reference Book 

(Laughton and wame, 2003). This layout, in combination with the MOSFET driver, allows for the 

direction of the motor to be controlled. Wlen 01 and 04 are high, the motor spins 

counterclockwise. Conversely, when 02 and 03 are high, the motor spins clockwise. This circuit 

was constructed on PCB boards for each motor. The total distance that the motors needed to 

move was relatively small at only a half a centimeter in either direction, which made the 

precision of the motors important. 

The schematic of the Arduino is shown in Figure 8. Each motor needed four i/o pins to 

be controlled, while the output of the power meter (Vout) was connected to an analog input pin. 

This allowed the voltage to be read by the Arduino's analog-to-digital converter and used to find 

maxima. 

Figure 8. Arduino schematic 



Testing Components 

Once the components were assembled, they had to be tested to make sure they were 

working properly. The reflector was tested by hand in multiple ways. First, when the sensor was 

zeroed to the ambient light and placed in the center of the reflector, the power reading was 

non-zero. This was a good check to prove that the reflector was indeed reflecting. In another 

test, when, parts of the reflector were obstructed, the power decreased. Additionally, the 

measured power with the lamp on was on the order of 1 I-IW, meaning that the measured results 

were much larger than the resolution of the sensor. With the lamp on, tests were done to find 

the maximum gain by hand. The micrometers were turned, one direction at a time until a 

maximum was found. This was done after moving the sensor to several different places around 

the reflector's focus, demonstrating that maxima could be found. 

In order to test the motors and electronics, a test code was written that was meant to 

spin the connected motor in a direction for ten seconds before switching to the other direction. It 

was later expanded to control all three motors at once and then integrated into the final code. 

This made it possible to troubleshoot problems with the circuitry. Doing this revealed several 

bad connections that had to be repaired before the motors would turn correctly. 

Developing Control Algorithm 

With the components working in tandem, it was possible to start work on the code that 

would allow the maximum to be found automatically. The procedure was based on the 

hand-testing method used previously; The maximum for each direction was found by spinning 

one micrometer at a time. If the voltage decreased, then the direction was incorrect and the 

Arduino would change the direction of the motor. 

The program was run through the serial monitor, which allowed a user to start the 

calibration. This made it possible to print intermediate values to troubleshoot the code. Early 

versions would find a maximum value but would not stop there and the serial monitor was 

valuable in figuring this out. The adjusted approach added a second phase to the calibration. 

Once the motor had overshot the maximum, it went backwards in smaller steps until reaching 

the maximum value. 



Results 

V\.tlen running the code, the maxirrum could ustlal~ be found in underlvllJ rri nutes 

Figure 9 shows a power map around a maxirrum, taken at a constant I value The values near 

the maximum were found by hand The pO'MOr starts to drop off quick1y as the subreflector's 

position rmves away from the maxirrum. For reference (5,5) is ~ant to be roughly centered 

Figure 9 A power plot for one sensor place~nt 

Discussion 

The project p roYides a demonstrati on that the three-d irrensional correcti on of th e 

sub reflector can be used to ill1l rove the gain Misalignrrentswere shOWl to affect the gain 

V\.tlile this was already knoWl , it reaffirms that th is rrethod of testin g effects can I'IIJrk The 

ill1l lerrented algorithm w as able to find maxirru ms and shCMIed that the sensor placement 

results in different maxi rrums This means that a small testing system like this is perfect for 

studying these effects >M thout using higre-demand instrurrents like the VLA 

There were several li rritations of the d esig n that are irf1l ortant to con sider Th e 

rmverrent that the microrreters allow is on~ half a centirreter in each direction This is rmre 



than necessary, and actually almost too much. If the subreflector goes so far, the sensor is no 

longer in its shadow. This result is a false maximum since the light is shining directly on the 

sensor. In these cases the code will keep running unless reset. Position control actuators with a 

smaller distance of travel would solve this problem. 

Aluminum foil has a given reflectivity, which is less than that of a mirror. The creases 

that occur when covering the surface only make this worse. The bar from the translation stage 

and the sensor wire obstruct reflection as well. For this experiment, this shadow did not 

significantly affect the results. The power reading was high enough to make accurate 

measurements and the goal was to find the maximum regardless of imperfections. In a more 

detailed study of subreflector misalignment effects, these issues would need to be solved. 

Conclusion & Future Work 

As it exists currently, this testing system is able to demonstrate the effect of subreflector 

misalignment and correct for it. There are many applications that this project could be used to 

study, including how other effects can decrease gain, such as misalignments in individual main 

reflector components or the effect of gravity as the antenna points in different directions. A 

similar algorithm could also be implemented on an actual antenna in order to decrease gain 

losses. 

There are several aspects that could be improved in the future. First, a more refined 

search algorithm to identify the maximum power location would be a more robust method. 

Alternately, building the test system to be larger would increase the accuracy, since the current 

dimensions were selected mostly for printing convenience. By developing this subreflector 

position control system, future improvements can be made in antenna construction and design. 
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Appendix: Code 

void setup () ( 
II Initialize pins: 
//Define Variables 

#define MxQ1 2 
#define MxQ2 4 
#define MxQ3 3 
#define MxQ4 5 

#define MyQ1 6 
#define MyQ2 8 
#define MyQ3 7 

#define MyQ4 9 

#define MzQ1 10 
#define MzQ2 12 
#define MzQ3 11 
#define MzQ4 13 

#define Vout AO 

II Configure Outputs: 
pinMode(MxQ1, OUTPUT) ; 

pinMode(MxQ2, OUTPUT) ; 

pinMode(MxQ3, OUTPUT) ; 

pinMode(MxQ4, OUTPUT) ; 

pinMode (MyQ1, OUTPUT) ; 

pinMode(MyQ2, OUTPUT) ; 

pinMode(MyQ3, OUTPUT) ; 

pinMode (MyQ4, OUTPUT) ; 

pinMode(MzQl, OUTPUT) ; 

pinMode(MzQ2, OUTPUT) ; 

pinMode(MzQ3, OUTPUT) ; 

pinMode(MzQ4, OUTPUT) ; 

II Configure Inputs: 
pinMode(Vout, INPUT) ; 

//Initialize Serial: 
Serial.begin(9600); 

IIMotor x, Q1 
IIMotor x, Q2 
IIMotor x, Q3 
IIMotor x, Q4 

IIMotor y, Q1 
IIMotor y, Q2 
IIMotor y, Q3 
IIMotor y, Q4 

IIMotor z, Q1 
IIMotor z, Q2 
IIMotor z, Q3 
IIMotor z, Q4 

Serial.println("T-ype 'Start' to begin calibration."); 

//Declare Global Variables: 
int MaxVoltage; 
int CurrentVoltage; 
int TempMax; 
int SavedVal; 



void forwardX() ( 
digitalWrite(MxQl, LOW); 
digitalWrite(MxQ2, LOW); 
digitalWrite(MxQ3, LOW); 
digitalWrite(MxQ4, LOW); 

void cntrclkwiseX() { 
forwardX(); 
digitalWrite(MxQl, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(MxQ4, HIGH); 

void clkwiseX() ( 
forwardX(); 
digitalWrite(MxQ2, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(MxQ3, HIGH); 

void brakeX() ( 
forwardX(); 
digitalWrite(MxQl, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(MxQ2, HIGH); 

void forwardY() ( 
digitalWrite(MyQl, LOW); 
digitalWrite(MyQ2, LOW); 
digitalWrite(MyQ3, LOW); 
digitalWrite(MyQ4, LOW); 

void cntrclkwiseY() { 
forwardY(); 
digitalWrite(MyQl, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(MyQ4, HIGH); 

void clkwiseY() ( 
forwardY(); 
digitalWrite(MyQ2, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(MyQ3, HIGH); 

void brakeY() ( 
forwardY(); 
digitalWrite(MyQl, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(MyQ2, HIGH); 

void forwardZ() ( 
digitalWrite(MzQl, LOW); 
digitalWrite(MzQ2, LOW); 
digitalWrite(MzQ3, LOW); 
digitalWrite(MzQ4, LOW); 



void cntrclkwiseZ() { 
forwardZ(); 
digitalWrite(MzQl, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(MzQ4, HIGH); 

void clkwiseZ() ( 
forwardZ(); 
digitalWrite(MzQ2, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(MzQ3, HIGH); 

void brakeZ () ( 
forwardZ(); 
digitalWrite(MzQl, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(MzQ2, HIGH); 

void brake (int motor) 
if (motor ~~ 1) ( 

brakeX () ; 

else if (motor 2) ( 
bra keY () ; 

else if (motor 3) ( 
brakeZ(); 

void clkwise(int motor) 
if (motor ~~ 1) ( 

clkwiseX(); 

else if (motor 2) ( 
clkwiseY() ; 

else if (motor 3) ( 
clkwiseZ() ; 

void cntrclkwise(int motor) { 
if (motor ~~ 1) ( 

cntrclkwiseX(); 

else if (motor ~~ 2) ( 
cntrclkwiseY(); 

else if (motor ~~ 3) ( 



cntrclkwiseZ(); 

void drive (int motor, int dir) 
if (dir ~~ 1) 

cntrclkwise(motor) ; 

else { 
clkwise (motor) ; 

void check (int delay_val, int motor, int dir) 
int cntr = 0; 
while (cntr < 100) 

CurrentVoltage = map(analogRead(AO), 0, 1023, 0, 800); 
if (TempMax > CurrentVoltage) { 

cntr = 100; //make smaller 
//Drive motor a little bit past this maximum 
drive (motor, dir); 
delay(1000) ; 

brake (motor) ; 
delay(100) ; 

CurrentVoltage = map(analogRead(AO), 0, 1023, 0, 800); 
SavedVal = CurrentVoltage; 

else if (TempMax <= CurrentVoltage) 
TempMax = CurrentVoltage; 
cntr++; 
drive (motor, dir); 
delay(delay_val) ; 
brake (motor) ; 
delay(100) ; 

void doublecheck(int val, int motor, int dir) 
int cntr = 0; 
while (cntr < val) 

CurrentVoltage 
if (MaxVoltage 

cntr = val; 

else { 
cntr++; 

map (analogRead(AO) , 0, 1023, 0, 800); 

CurrentVoltage) { 

drive (motor, dir); 
delay(100) ; 

brake (motor) ; 
delay(100) ; 



void calibrateX () 
check(2000, 1, 1); Ilx motor rotates in the ccw direction, 2 second jumps 
MaxVoltage = TempMax; 
TempMax = SavedVal; 
check(2000, 1, 0); Ilx motor rotates in the cw direction, 2 second jumps 
MaxVoltage = TempMax; 
doublecheck(30, 1, 1); Ilx motor rotates in the ccw direction, 30 0.1 second 

jumps 
brakeX () ; 

void calibrateY() 
check(2000, 2, 1); IIY motor rotates in the ccw direction, 2 second jumps 
MaxVoltage = TempMax; 
TempMax = SavedVal; 
check(2000, 2, 0); IIY motor rotates in the cw direction, 2 second jumps 
MaxVoltage = TempMax; 
doublecheck(30, 2, 1); IIY motor rotates in the ccw direction, 30 0.1 second 

jumps 
bra keY () ; 

void calibrateZ() 
check(2000, 3, 1); liz motor rotates in the ccw direction, 2 second jumps 
MaxVoltage = TempMax; 
TempMax = SavedVal; 
check(2000, 3, 0); liz motor rotates in the cw direction, 2 second jumps 
MaxVoltage = TempMax; 
doublecheck(30, 3, 1); liz motor rotates in the ccw direction, 30 0.1 second 

jumps 
brakeZ() ; 

void loop () 

String a = Serial.readString(); 
if (a != "Start") { 

return; 

Serial.println("Starting calibration ... "); 
MaxVoltage = map(analogRead(AO), 0, 1023, 0, 800); 
TempMax = MaxVoltage; 
calibrateX() ; 

delay(lOOO) ; 

calibrateY() ; 

delay(lOOO) ; 

calibrateZ() ; 

delay(lOOO) ; 

Serial.println("Calibration complete."); 
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